Agora Academy Curriculum Overview

Unit 1: Conventions of Latin & First Declension Nouns
- Vocabulary Set: First Declension Nouns
- Lesson 1: Conventions of Latin
  - Welcome to Latin Class
  - The Latin Alphabet vs the English Alphabet
  - Articles and the Importance of Word Order
- Lesson 2: Subject, Verb, and Direct Object
- Lesson 3: The Dictionary Form of Nouns
- Lesson 4: First Declension Endings and the Cases
  - First Declension Nouns and Endings
  - First Declension Song
  - Declining First Declension Nouns
- Lesson 5: The Nominative and Accusative Cases
  - The Nominative Case
  - The Accusative Case
- Lesson 6: The Ablative of Place Where
- Unit Review: Translation and Practice Exams

Unit 2: First Conjugation Verbs
- Vocabulary Set 1: First Conjugation Verbs
- Vocabulary Set 2: More Nouns and Verbs
- Lesson 1: Understanding Verbs – Person and Number
- Lesson 2: Conjugating Verbs
  - Finding the Verb Stem
  - Conjugating the Verb
- Lesson 3: Translating Verbs
  - Translating Verbs
  - Translating the Verb ‘sum’
- Lesson 4: The Predicate Nominative
- Unit Review: Translation and Practice Exams

Unit 3: The Second Declension
- Vocabulary Set 1: Second Declension Masculine
- Vocabulary Set 2: Second Declension -R Nouns
- Vocabulary Set 3: Second Declension Neuter
- Lesson 1: Introduction to the Second Declension
- Lesson 2: The Second Declension Masculine
  - Second Declension Masculine
  - Second Declension -R Nouns
Lesson 3: The Genitive Case
Lesson 4: The Second Declension Neuter
  - The Neuter Rule
  - Second Declension Neuter Endings
Lesson 5: The Ablative of Place From Which
Lesson 6: The Accusative of Place To Which
Unit Review: Translation and Practice Exams

Unit 4: The Present System
- Vocabulary Set: More First Conjugation Verbs
- Lesson 1: The Indicative Mood and the Present System
- Lesson 2: The Imperfect Tense
  - The Imperfect Tense Endings
  - Translating the Imperfect Tense
- Lesson 3: The Future Tense
  - The Future Tense Endings
  - Translating the Future Tense
- Lesson 4: Verb Synopses
  - The Importance of a Verb Synopsis
  - Verb Synopses with Translations
- Unit Review: Translation and Practice Exams

Unit 5: Adjectives and the Predicate Nominative
- Vocabulary Set 1: 1st/2nd Declension Adjectives
- Vocabulary Set 2: Adjectives that end in -R
- Lesson 1: Introduction to Adjectives
  - 1st/2nd Declension Adjectives
  - Practicing 1st/2nd Declension Adjectives
- Lesson 2: Noun/Adjective Agreement
  - Noun/Adjective Agreement
  - Adjectives that End in -R
- Lesson 3: Attributive & Predicative Adjectives
  - Attributive Adjectives
  - Predicative Adjectives
- Lesson 4: Predicate Nominatives and Accusatives
- Lesson 5: Substantive Adjectives
- Unit Review: Translation and Practice Exams

Unit 6: Forms of ‘Sum’ and Translating Latin
- Vocabulary Set: More Adjective and Adverbs
- Lesson 1: The Imperfect and Future Forms of ‘Sum’
  - The Imperfect and Future Forms of ‘Sum’
  - Practicing the Forms of ‘Sum’
• Lesson 2: Translating the Forms of ‘Sum’
• Lesson 3: Why Translate Latin?
• Lesson 4: Translating Latin – Find the Subject
• Lesson 5: Translating Latin – Find the Action
• Lesson 6: Translating Latin – Find the Direct Object
• Unit Review: Translation and Practice Exams

Unit 7: The Dative and Ablative Cases
• Vocabulary Set: More First & Second Declension Nouns
• Lesson 1: The Dative Case
• Lesson 2: Translating the Dative Case
• Lesson 3: The Ablative of Means
• Lesson 4: The Ablative of Manner
  o The Ablative of Manner
  o The Ablative of Manner with Adjectives
• Unit Review: Translation and Practice Exams

Unit 8: The Second Conjugation and Perfect System
• Vocabulary Set: Second Conjugation Verbs
• Lesson 1: Second Conjugation Verbs
  o Second Conjugation Verbs
  o Translating Second Conjugation Verbs
• Lesson 2: Second Conjugation Principal Parts
• Lesson 3: The Perfect System and Perfect Stem
• Lesson 4: The Perfect Tense
  o Perfect Tense Endings
  o Translating the Perfect Tense
• Lesson 5: The Pluperfect and Future Perfect Tenses
  o Pluperfect and Future Perfect Tenses
  o Translating the Pluperfect and Future Perfect
• Lesson 6: Verb Synopses for the Perfect System
• Unit Review: Translation and Practice Exams

Unit 9: The Vocative Case and Asking Questions in Latin
• Vocabulary Set: 1st/2nd Declension Nouns, 1st/2nd Conjugation Verbs, Conjunctions
• Lesson 1: The Vocative Case
  o What is the Vocative Case?
  o How do you form the Vocative?
• Lesson 2: Vocatives Ending in -US
• Lesson 3: The Conjunction ‘-que’
• Lesson 4: Correlative Conjunctions
• Lesson 5: Particles
• Lesson 6: Asking Questions
  o ‘ne’ Questions
  o Positive & Negative Response Questions